Service Details
String Change: Fingerboard is cleaned and conditioned, new strings are installed. This
service is available while you wait.
Fine-tune New Guitar/Bass: Most new guitars and basses are shipped out by the
manufacturer with less than perfect fret jobs, not to mention less than perfect
setups. For a nominal cost, corrections and adjustments can be made to fine-tune
your new guitar to improve playability. The result is a smoother, easier playing guitar
in every register of the fingerboard.
Setup 6 and 7 Point: Average of one hour is spent on every setup. Evaluating the
entire guitar, the following adjustments are performed: 1-Adjust neck relief (truss
rod), 2-Adjust nut action (dial indicator used to measure action over first fret) 3String height (12th fret action), 4-Match saddle radius to the fingerboard, 5-Pickup
heights, 6-Intonation, 7-Match pickup polepieces to string radius (where applicable).
The guitar and new strings are then given 24 hours to settle into these adjustments,
rechecked and fine-tuned.
Pro Setup: Includes the basic setup with the addition of cleaning all volume and tone
pots, general cleaning of the guitar body and fingerboard, frets polished, and
fingerboard conditioned.
Fret Level, Crown and Polish: Precision tools are used to evaluate the guitar neck
and existing frets. The "Guitar Stretcher" is used to simulate normal string tension.
The frets are precision leveled, then individually examined for accuracy. Finally the
frets are perfectly crowned, dressed and polished to a mirror shine for clean, smooth
tone and feel. A setup is included and thanks to the "Guitar Stretcher" the guitar plays
clean with practically no neck relief!
Guitar Refret: Frets are available from thin to super jumbo depending on playing
style and desired size. Extra care is given especially where vintage instruments are
concerned. Precision tools are used to evaluate the entire fingerboard and neck. If a
problem neck is discovered with humps or twisting, corrections are made prior to
installing new frets. The "Guitar Stretcher" is then used to simulate string tension,
returning the neck into its normal playing position. Frets are pressed into their slots
which is much more consistent than hammering them in. The frets are precision
leveled, perfectly crowned, mirror polished and finished off with a setup.
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Floyd Rose Installation: Front and rear cavities are routed, mounting posts drilled
and installed to accept the tremolo, the locking nut is mounted. The installation
includes a setup.
Headstock Repair: Acoustic and Electric broken headstocks.
Fingerboard Radius Modification: Where possible, the radius of a fingerboard can be
modified either flatter or rounder, within reason, to suit the needs and comfort
desired by the customer.
Compound Radius fingerboard: The fingerboard is made conical (cone shaped) as
opposed to the standard straight radius of a cylindrical fingerboard. A rounder radius
in the lower register for comfortable chord playing and a gradual transition to a much
flatter radius at the upper register for soloing. The change in radius is practically
unnoticeable and best of all it allows for the lowest possible action and extreme note
bending. The best of both worlds… vintage and modern.
Neck Profile Modification: Modify the shape of an existing neck to custom fit your
hand.
Weight Relieving: The weight of an instrument is reduced by removing wood from the
body and still maintaining balance.
EARVANA Compensated Tuning Systems: For those of us that are driven to insanity
by the slightest variations of our guitars' intonation, there is... EARVANA!
Pickup Replacement: Looking for that unique sound? One of the simplest and most
dynamic changes you can make is with a new pickup. With multiple guitar and bass
pickup manufacturers today the choices are endless. Do your research, find out what
brand some of your favorite players are using and make the switch.
Electronics & Wiring: Replacement and upgrade of electrical components (Volume
and tone pots, switches, pickup selectors, jacks, etc) and other wiring needs
available.
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